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KUWAIT CITY: The Kuwait Projects Company
(Holding) - has teamed up with Burgan Bank and
Gulf Insurance Group to support one of the
region’s largest fitness events, ‘The Battle Fitness
Festival’. The event, organized by Circuit+ Fitness
in collaboration with Pro Vision, will take place at
the Green Island on November 3 and 4. More than
2,000 athletes, spectators and volunteers have
registered to attend.

Speaking on this occasion, KIPCO’s Group
Communications Director, Eman Al Awadhi, said:
“As people place more importance on the quality
of living and wellness, exercise and sports is
becoming integral to our way of life. Competitive
sports, in particular, have gained popularity among
young men and women in Kuwait. As the Title

Sponsor, we are delighted to a part of this event,
which attracts athletes from more than 35 coun-
tries.” Senior External Affairs Manager at Burgan
Bank, Loulwa Al Ayoubi, said: “We are honored to
sponsor, alongside KIPCO Group companies, such
an event that directly reflects our commitment to
raising the profile of the sports community in
Kuwait. Burgan Bank is a dynamic and diverse
bank that prides itself in being one of the highest
contributors to progress in the community.”

On behalf of GIG, Group Senior Manager -
Corporate Communications and Investor
Relations, Khalid Al Sanousi, said: “As we strive to
build long-lasting relationships with our partners
and our community, Gulf Insurance Groupis proud
to sponsor such an initiative that encourages

engagement in sports and the adoption of healthy
lifestyles. It is important for us to engage with
young people in order to continue to create inno-
vative products and services that meets their
needs. We wish the organizers of ‘The Battle
Fitness Festival’ success in this initiative, which we
are proud to support.”

The Battle Fitness Festival is an all-encom-
passing fitness festival that was created in 2013
by Circuit+ Fitness. The initiative began with the
goal of creating an annual competition that
would unite the excitement of competitive fitness
and the thriving athletic communities in the
Middle East under one roof. Over the years, this
initiative has grown to attract athletes from all
around the globe.

KIPCO, Burgan Bank, Gulf Insurance 
support ‘The Battle Fitness Festival’
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Brahmaputra
boat clinic goes
solar, powering
rural healthcare
MAJULI, India: Sitting on her haunches, Ritumani
Baruah watches the boat drop anchor and waits for
its crew to set up a clinic on the shore. Twenty min-
utes later, she asks to see the dentist and is guided to
the lower deck of the S B Nahor, a boat offering
healthcare services that operates on the Brahmaputra
river in the northeast Indian state of Assam. She
negotiates the gangplank, slowly climbs down the
narrow steps of the boat, ducks her head and enters
the makeshift clinic of dentist Bivash Saikia.

Greeted cheerily, she is guided to the portable
dentist chair crammed into a tiny space next to a
gleaming, grey rectangular box. It is an air compres-
sor Saikia cannot work without, powered by the new
solar panels on the boat’s roof. Saikia said conditions
in his clinic are “not ideal”. “But the very fact that I
get enough power to do dental  checks means
islanders don’t have to put off niggling toothache or
plan a trip to the mainland to just get a filling done,”
he explained. The first of 15 Indian boat clinics to go
solar, the S B Nahor has for the first time brought a
dentist to the doorstep of tens of thousands of people
who live on flood-prone river islands in Assam. And
by going solar, it has given remote healthcare a
much-needed green shot in the arm, boat doctors say.

Electrical emergency
In India, about 55 percent of households depend

on the public health system to meet their healthcare
needs. But as of 2015 nearly 35 million people in rural
areas relied on local health centers without an elec-
tricity supply, according to government data. One in
every two primary health centers has no electricity or
suffers from power outages. A 2016 report by the
Council on Energy, Environment and Water, a non-
profit research agency, said only a fifth of primary
health centers meet Indian public health standards,
which include having functional infrastructure for
electricity. For the residents of Majuli, the world’s
biggest river island, and other smaller islands dotting
the river, access to healthcare has been an even big-
ger challenge. Health centers without doctors, infre-

quent ferries to the mainland and the remoteness of
some islands have meant premature deaths, pro-
longed illness and challenges in meeting vaccination
targets, doctors say. “In many places we visit, vil-
lagers have to travel for two days to get any form of
medical help or medicines,” said on-call doctor
Nayanjyoti Deka. “Even a paracetamol tablet we give
means a lot in these areas.”

Today, teams of doctors and nurses use the boats
to reach 300,000 people in 373 river-island villages
across 13 districts in Assam. Funded by the govern-
ment’s national health mission and run by the non-
profit Centre for North East Studies and Policy
Research (C-NES), the boat clinics struggled to stay
afloat without a reliable power source. Previously run
on diesel generators, they had to use power sparingly
and could not operate in the evenings. “A lot of med-
ical devices are designed on the premise that there
will be a constant power supply at hospitals and clin-
ics where they are being used,” said Vivek Shastry of
Indian sustainable energy charity SELCO Foundation,
a partner in the project that installed the solar panels
on the S B Nahor.  “Baby warmers, dental chairs, X-
ray machines - all use a lot of energy. With solar, the
power deficit can be compensated.” Off-grid solar
systems like that on the boat are a growing source of
power in India, particularly in rural areas, but they
still provide less than a tenth of the electricity gener-
ated by grid-connected solar plants, experts say. 

Vaccinations and blood tests
After being fitted in May, the S B Nahor’s 5-kilo-

watt solar system has enabled much more than den-
tal equipment to run. Since replacing its noisy, pol-
luting diesel generator as the main source of power,
the boat has installed a refrigerator to store vac-
cines, speeded up laboratory tests and started mak-
ing announcements via loudspeaker. Most impor-
tantly, it is now lit up at night. “Earlier, we carried
vaccines in an ice pack, constantly worrying about
the changes in temperature,” said Juli Phukan, a
nurse on board the boat. “A lot of stock would spoil
and even though we were anchored on the islands
for days, treating emergency cases that came up at
night was a challenge.” 

In the tiny laboratory on the upper deck, techni-
cian Achzot Jyoti Das is busy taking blood samples.
The queue is growing, but he assures patients the
wait for their test results will be minimal. “The panels
on the roof mean no power outage, and I can run the
laboratory centrifuge easily,” said Das, as he analyzed
samples and wrote reports. “We visit islands once
every few weeks by turn, which is why it is important
to have these results out. Patients can’t wait, can
they?”—Reuters

Shortfall in 
climate action is
‘catastrophic’: UN
PARIS: There is a “catastrophic” gap between national
pledges to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the actions
needed to cap global warming below two degrees Celsius,
the UN’s environment chief warned yesterday, days ahead of
global climate talks in Bonn. Even if fulfilled, these pledges-
inscribed along with the 2 C target in the 2015 Paris climate
pact-would see the world heat up 3 C (5.6 F), unleashing
deadly heatwaves, superstorms and rising seas, UN
Environment said in its annual Emissions Gap report, the
bleakest ever. 

Record-setting extreme weather in 2017 — including
monsoon flooding, raging fires and deadly hurricanes-likely
bears the fingerprint of global warming, it noted. “One year
after the Paris Agreement entered into force, we still find our-
selves in a situation where we are not doing nearly enough to
save hundreds of millions of people from a miserable future,”
said Eric Solheim, head of the
UN agency.  “Governments, the
private sector and civil society
must bridge this catastrophic
climate gap.”  Compiled by
more than 200 climate scientists
and experts, the annual, 100-
page analysis tracks progress
toward the Paris goal of check-
ing the rise in global tempera-
tures at “well below” 2 C.

With many poor nations
already feeling the sting of a
planet out of kilter with only one
degree of warming, the treaty also vowed to explore the fea-
sibility of holding the line at 1.5 C. Current commitments for
slashing pollution take us only a third of the way toward the 2
C target, and would eat up 80 percent of humanity’s “carbon
budget”-the amount of CO2 we can spew into the atmos-
phere without crossing that threshold-by 2030, the report
said. It doesn’t help that the United States, the world’s second
largest emitter, has abandoned its greenhouse gas goals
under Donald Trump. 

Sense of emergency    
“Momentum is clearly faltering,” said Edgar Gutierrez-

Espeleta, Costa Rica’s environment minister and president of
the current UN Environment Assembly. “We face a stark
choice: up our ambition, or suffer the consequences.” If the
gap is not closed by 2030, the report said, “it is extremely
unlikely that the goal of holding global warming to well below
2 C can still be reached.” To stay on the 2 C track, humanity
must cut its emissions to about 42 billion tons of CO2 or its

equivalent by 2030 from last year’s 52 billion tons. But even
with carbon cutting pledges from more than 190 nations, car-
bon pollution in 2030 is set to rise to 53 billion toes. Without
them, emissions shoot up to 60 billion tons. 

“The report is a good counter-weight to some of the opti-
mism out there about global CO2 emissions more-or-less
stalling for the last two years,” said contributing author Oliver
Geden, a researcher at the German Institute for International
and Security Affairs. “It highlights the sense of emergency.”
Under the UN climate talks, countries will not revisit their

pledges until 2020 — “the last
opportunity to close the 2030
emissions gap,” the report said.
But ramping up of national
commitments, experts agree,
will not be enough, and the UN
report highlights other needed
actions.

On the edge 
One is the rapid phase out of

coal. If all the coal-fired power
plants in the world operates to
the end of their lifetimes, the

report noted, it would add the equivalent of five years’ global
CO2 emissions to the atmosphere. “Phasing out coal plants
and avoiding building new ones is no longer a choice, it is an
imperative,” said Gutierrez-Espeleta. A global tax of $100 per
tons of CO2 would help speed the transition from dirty to
clean, renewable energy. 

Withdrawing fossil fuel subsidies that still total hundreds
of millions of dollars per year; halting deforestation and plant-
ing more trees; improving livestock management and con-
vincing people to eat less meat-all of these are also seen as
critical. But there is no more wiggle room, said Glen Peters,
research director of the Center for International Climate
Research in Oslo and a reviewer of the report. “Every aspect
is at the edge of feasibility,” he said. “If one of them fails, we
miss out on closing the 2030 gap.”  Actions by cities, busi-
nesses and other smaller actors will help at the margin, but
will be difficult to quantify, the UN agency said. For the first
time, the report devotes an entire chapter to a set of tech-
nologies that remove CO2 directly out of the air. —AFP
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UTAH: This file photo shows piles of coal in front
of Pacificorp’s 1440 megawatt coal fired power
plant in Castle Dale, Utah.—AFP


